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Need for speed undercover ps3 trophy guide

Just take all the other trophy in the game. Create or use an existing account to sign in to EA NationThis is easy, just sign up for EA Nation. It doesn't take long to register. Participated in any Community Day. Visit NeedforSpeed.com for more information. EA sometimes hold random events, e.g. race weekends, just finish an event on a community day and you need to get the
trophy. To see if a community day is coming, see the following link: LINK Win a multiplayer ranking gameS spread online and win. If you have any problem doing so, then I would suggest posting for some help in thread enhancement. The best game to choose from is Cops N' Bandits because you are in teams and have a better chance of winning. Infected with cops n' bandits virus
by another player at a cops and robbers event. This trophy is viral and was acquired by hitting the car of an opposing player who has it. It's widespread now so you shouldn't have a lot of problems getting this. If you're fighting then use thread enhancement if you need help getting this: LINK Earn a Rank Multiplayer Cops N' Bandits eventSemic play a lot at this event and you'll get
better at it. Otherwise just push with a push partner. A good team is your best bet. You could get this in your first 3 attempts to play. If it comes to 119 wins you will learn the pieces and know which places to go and steal money or stop bandits from having money. If you're on the bandits team it helps to have a quick car to pass the cops. Avoid ramming the cops if you have money
because they are likely to lose money before you get to the destination. Win a rated multiplayer event against 7 human playersThis can be quite difficult, just make sure there are 8 people in the lobby when going to the match, but if someone disconnects during the match and you still win, it counts. Try this at Cops N' Bandits because it's the easiest to achieve first place in. Get
your first car in Career ModeStory related and can't be lost. You'll get this just after the start of the game. Complete Zack's sequence on mission The Trap. History related and can not be lost. You have to face Zack and beat him to get this, his car can easily be taken down in a few blows so that shouldn't be a problem. Complete the Hector sequence in the mission 'Kingpin'Story
related and can not be lost. You're going to have to face Hector and beat him to get on with the story. Just make sure you have speed when it comes to hitting his car, because if you go slow then almost no damage will be dealt with. Complete the Carmen sequence in the related 'Rematch'Story' mission and it can't be lost. This is a different mission where two guys follow the car
that Carmen is in, stay close to Carmen until they come. Keep close and get under the two black cars, but make sure Carmen's car doesn't get much damage. Complete the Nickel sequence on the related 'Payback'Story' mission that cannot be lost. Eventually you will receive a call telling you to get down under Just destroy his car and the trophy will pop. This is harder than the
previous ones as his car is faster and the police are on you. Complete the 'Double Trouble'Story related mission and it can't be lost. This is near the end of the career, shortly after Nickel is taken down you will be asked to take down Rose then, immediately after, G-Mac. Again it's not hard, just don't screw it up and try not to get caught by the police. Face Zack in the related 'Rush
Hour'Story that can't be lost. This is one of the first trophies you will get once you beat Zack in a highway battle. This is done easily and the race is a straight down a highway, the only problems you will have are with traffic so you have to maneuver around them then Zack won't interfere with you. Face Carmen in 'The Game'Story that's related and can't be lost. Beat Carmen in a
highway battle, this is done easily and the race is a straight down a highway. The only problems you will have are with the movement, maneuvering around them, then Carmen will not interfere with you. Face Hector in Versus Again, just defeat Hector in a battle on the highway. This is done easily and the race is a straight down a highway, the only problems you will have are with
traffic so you have to manoeuvre around them then Hector won't interfere with you. Face nickel in nickel in nickel 'Road Rage'Defeat in a highway battle. Just stay in front of him and try not to crash. This is done easily and the race is a straight down a highway, the only problems you will have are with traffic so you have to maneuver around them then Nickel will not interfere with
you. Face off against Rose in the 'Rollercoaster'Final person who must win in a highway battle in the game, just get the distance in front of her and win. You don't have to dominate highway battles for all the story characters. This is done easily and the race is a straight down a highway, the only problems you will have are with traffic so you have to maneuver around them then
Rose won't interfere with you. Complete all hot car missionsThis is the career missions where you have stolen a car and take it to the destination. Don't try to be slow in the hope that the cops will think you're normal because they don't. Go fast, brake or let go of the acceleration to turn around and you shouldn't have trouble getting the car with the minimum amount of damage done
to it. Customize a car in career mode. To do this you need to have unlocked a spare parts store for any tier car and then GPS, get over there. Customize your car and the trophy should appear. Take a photo and upload it to NeedforSpeed.comPress and go into photo mode take a photo, but you need an EA Nation account for it. Dominate the Gold Coast ocean eventEan North
River Expressway Dominate the East Fasulo Bridge eventSee North River Expressway Dominate the Pine Creek &amp; Douglas eventSee North River Expressway Dominate the South Gorge Hwy eventEar North River Expressway Dominate the Eastern I-5 eventSee North North Expressway Dominate the Bay Drive &amp; Harbor eventA North River Expressway Dominate the
Tri-City Run eventSee North River Expressway Dominate the North River Expressway event For all individual race trophies not only should you win, but you should dominate the races as well so if you mess up then it could be the end for you. Use one of the following cars for the best chance of success: - Bugatti Oyron - Pagini Zonda Either of these two is brilliant for winning, but
it is quite difficult to control. Races range from easy to moderate difficulty, but you'll need a good car. The hardest are the North River Highway and the Tri-City Run, so try not to spoil them. To dominate a match you have to win the race and also do it under a certain period of time. Discover all 3 Pro Stores in CareerStory related and can not be lost. You will unlock the last Pro
Shops shortly after you beat Rose for the first time. Winning all highway battles in CareerThis is one of the easiest types of races you will encounter in the game and you just have to get over a certain distance or stay ahead until the timer runs out. If you have the Bugatti Oyron that I highly recommend you take, then you need to win all of them no problem. They can be completed
after the completion of the story and do not need to be dominated. Escape from a helicopter in a successful completion of the chase. (It must be career level 8 or higher) If you keep riding, then the helicopter will eventually leave. It's hard to get exhausted. Having a fast car will help, but no matter what car you're in, the helicopter is faster than you. The helicopter has a time limit on
when it will run out of fuel, I'm not sure what the deadline is, but just wait outside. Cops aren't much hassle and even when the helicopter is on you they can't seem to find you easily. Turn off 10 police cars in a chase and successfully avoid careerThis will come easily when it comes to doing back to do event. Some Cop Takeout events require more than 10 cars to be turned off, so
try it when it comes to these events. Avoid 5 Road Blocks in a pursuit and avoid successfully in CareerThis will come easier later in the game and also, if you have a car for a long time then it will have more heat (The red line on the left). If the heat level over 3 then barricades will be created more to try and stop you. If you drive fast enough you need to ram through them and get a
car in the process. Listen when they say they're putting spikes in the street. Successfully complete 50 searches With all Cop Takedowns, cost to states and random searches during races, you shouldn't have a problem getting this. Buy or win any 5 cars for your garage. You should get this when you receive your last pink slip car or before if you have bought any other cars, just buy
5 Tier 4 cars if you want it early. Unlock Port Crescent in CareerStory related and it can't be lost. This is the last part of the map you need to unlock and will come about 70% through career. Unlock Sunset Hills in CareerStory related and can not be lost. Just unlock that area of the map. He'll come when he's through his career. Finish the StoryStory-related career and it can't be
lost. Just play the story and beat the last person then this trophy will pop. They dominate 100% of the career by losing all performances. A lot of people get confused about it because it's misleading saying 'Dominate'. You don't have to master anything just win every event and make Total Completion 100%, not Career Completion. All races, jobs, quests, cop endings, etc. Takeout
all the Goons in CareerStory related and can not be lost. These are the missions after Takeout Rose and G-Mac, they are the last remaining Goons that we should defeat so just takeout their cars. Avoid 50 street blocks in CareerThis should get when you play naturally. Do not ram through the blocks, but there should usually be a gap between the cars, either on the left or right.
Go that way and you'd have avoided it. Do this 50 times for the trophy Get $100,000 Cost to the state in a single pursuit and avoidMore difficult than it sounds, try going for a cost to the state event that is about Wheelman 13 or 14, as these will have more cars chasing you. Don't take the cars down individually better if you look at your GPS and see where the nearest pursuit switch
is (The Yellow Warning Signs). Make sure many cars follow you and with each tracking switch you could get 7 or 8 cars. Do this a few times and you'll eventually get $100,000. Avoid a pin lane in a pursuit and successfully avoid in CareerWhen you have avoided a few roadblocks in a single pursuit you will hear it will be fixing spike lanes. Listen carefully to where they say they are
(Left or Right) and go the other way slowly to be safe. Idle cars won't move until you pass them, so don't worry about their period. Successfully complete 5 PursuitsEasy and one of the first trophies you will get. Searches last from 20 seconds to over 5 minutes and become harder the more time spent on one, just turn around a lot, but don't go straight to a road that will know where
you're going. Disable 100 police vehicles. Do some cop takedowns and you'll finally get it, you average 5-6 takedowns in a single if you have a pretty good car. Finish 119 multiplayer matches in any positionNormal Method - Just match. DNF doesn't count towards it so you really have to fight. This is a very time-consuming trophy. Quick method - Put in Cops N' Bandits and stay
idle, that counts and no place. It counts races not rounds though. This is the easiest option I'm sure most people would prefer to do it that way. As of late the servers have become quite unreliable so it is more likely to disconnect now, check back into the game regularly if you do the quick method. Discover all 3 tuning stores in CareerStory related and can not be lost. Unlocked as
you go along, just play Career. In GPS these are called Spare Shops. They dominate 25 events at CareerDocinate 25 events. I'd be worried if you hadn't done that before the career was over. Some races you'll get out of luck and skill so just play and get better. To dominate a match you must win the race and also complete it under a certain period of time. Avoid 12 Spike Strips in
total in career pursuitsThis will come naturally, listen out for when the police put down the Spike Strips and you could get at least 3 in a single pursuit. Won 25 Ranking Multiplayer events The easiest way to do this is in Cops N' Bandits because you are in groups and have a better chance of winning. Just win 5 times and don't let your team do all the work or you could try and
enhance it so look at the thread enhancement: LINK LINK
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